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ABSTRACT

For nearly twenty years, many studies have dealt with

the topic of sexism in language.

However, just a small

fraction of these studies have directly applied the topic to
writing classes.

Language influences us from the time we

learn it through the time that we build on our knowledge
through the materials we read.

The widespread use of the

generic he causes inaccurate perceptions about women and

biases against them.

In the classroom, teachers can

encourage students in both perceiving sexist language in what

they read and using nonsexist language when they write.
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INTRODUCTION

How sexist language influences people, especially women,
has long been a topic for research. Despite the many
perspectives from which the topic has been researched,
efforts to integrate a nonsexist approach into traditional

writing classes have not been widely emphasized. Many
teachers have not seen how sexist language continues to exert

its strong, not too subtle, influence on our everyday
perceptions of women's and men's roles in society.

Yet the

fact of the matter is that connotative meanings of words in
seemingly "harmless" contexts do carry strong sexist biases.

These sexist connotations are perpetuated not only in the
language we speak and hear but also in the language that we
read.

I first became strongly aware of the fact that

apparently innocent words can and do affect our views of

gender roles during a course on "The Philosophy of Sexual

Politics" six years ago at California State University, San
Bernardino. I first studied the effects of the word natural

in an article by Christine Pierce. For me, for me, this
artiole.

Natural Law Language and Women" which was published

in Woman In Sexist Society: Studies in Power and

Powerlessness, was the first of many articles to convey the
importance which the connotative meaning of the word natural

has. This word has been used to rationalize and justify the

vx

patriarchal rpies assigned to men and women. The word
natural h:as \^een used to keep women oppressed.

Thus began^

perspnal pdyssey into the study of language and gender.
I have reviewed studies relating to educational

materials.

Both in the oral and written language, the rule

for generic he has persisted for many years. However, the
Martyna and MacKay studies discussed in Chapter Three of this
work dispel the notion that he is truly generic.

Furthermore, they show the confusion and lack of clarity
perpetuated by the generic rule.

Since others have argued

for finding an alternative to generic he without much
success, I thought it would be more practical to discuss

methods of writing which corrected for generic he while

beaching writing.

Furthermpre, because the generic rule is

hot the phly source of sexism in language, I discuss various
strategies, from lessons on word choice to writing

assignments for the writing class.

These strategies bring

out the value of women in society while teaching the writing
skills required for success in college.
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CHAPTER ONE

HOW LANGUAGE AFFECTS PERCEPTION

Not all students are created equal. To a great extent,
the language to which students are exposed during their

formative years promotes inequality. For this reason, many
feminist scholars among others have looked into the effects

of language on children and subsequently the adults that they
become. In order to understand the need for nonsexist

language use it is important to gain a clearer picture of

what feminist teachers have been pointing to when they ask

for or encourage the nonsexist use of language. Children, as
part of the process of acquiring language, intuitively

perceive unspoken connotations of words. In this chapter, I
will look at specific examples of how certain words in our

language come to have sexist connotations and how language
both reflects and determines women's unequal status in the
world. I will showj through the work begun by other

scholars, how even subtle changes in language can improve the
perceptions of women both in literature and in society.
Language is an integral part of our lives. It is basic
to our thinking, history, literature, and culture. In the
same way that most of us cannot remember how we learned to

walk, run, or swim, most of us cannot recall the process we
went through to learn how to speak. Linguists say that

children are very adept at learning and internalizing the
graromar of the language to which they are exposed during the

language acquisition phase of childhood.

By the time

,children go to school, they have learned the language
structure and much of the lexicon which they will use

throughout their lives.

What they learn in school is how to

systematize and categorize what they already know.

In her

article "The Acquisition of Language" in Readings In Applied
English Linguistics (Third Edition), Breyne Arlene Moskowitz
says:

The rules learned in school are only conventions
of an educated society.

They are arbitrary

finishing touches or embroidery on

fabric

of language that each child weaves for herself

befors arriving at the English teaoheh's classroom.

The fabric is grammar:

the set of rules thst

describe how to structure language (165).

The inDungster's linguistic progress is that of a child

finding pieces of a jigsaw puzzle and assembling them in a
methodical, predictable manner so as to put the puzzle pieces
of language together (Moskowitz, 166).

As part of the process of learning language, young
ahildren also begm to evaluate how words are associated with

actions of the people in the world around them.

Sally

McConnell-Ginet says in her article "Linguistics And The
Feminist Challenge":

Just as we can suppose the young child is an

incredibly talented linguist, comparing rival
hypothesized grammars against the evidence she
encounters in the speech around her, so we can
suppose that the child has some talent as a

linguistic anthropologist, figuring out the

cultural clues dropped in language use. So long as
the child's inferences aren't obviously

contradicted by [nonlinguistic] experience..., she
or he can assume that "this is how people think
around here" (8).

Thus, language socializes newcomers to traditional ways; it
provides an index of cultural values. Indeed, because many
of our linguistic choices are automatic, made without our
reflecting on them, it is difficult for some people to take
seriously the idea that language can contribute to the

subordination of women and to androcentric values (McConnellGinet, 7). People either give language too much power to
effect changes in social conditions (some feminists expect
language changes to trigger political or social changes for
women in society), or they do not give enough thought and
credit to the power of language. For example, there are

those who do not see how language excludes women from having

positivej powerful images in society.

McConnell-Ginet says

that because the connections between language, our way of
thinking, and our social life are rarely "explicitly
recognized ... language use can enter into the transmission
and preservation of attitudes and values that are seldom

explicitly articulated" (7).

As a young girl explores and

learns her language, she will discover the force of words as
they are used about her.

Covert meanings of words, their connotations, are most
difficult to resist and may have the strongest influence not

only on the dominant group but also on the group receiving
the messages loaded in the word choices made by the dominant

group (McConnell-Ginet, 8).

A young girl who hears people

talk about "dizzy broads" will pick up on the phrase and the

implication of the phrase and believe that women—including
herself—are "dizzy broads."

Since words and their meanings have such a strong
influence on children, some scholars are specifically
interested in how vocabulary affects a woman's experience.
McConnell-Ginet likens vocabulary to a cultural artifact

such as the artifacts unearthed by archeolegists; it can tell
us about the attitudes of the people who use it.

For

instance, some of the history of terms related to women
define women according to their social functions.

Ginet gives us the following examples:

McConnell-

desc^^

to us from hlaefdige

which in turn^^^ ^v^

Old English,

compounded from roots that meant

bread and kneader [modern loaf and dough continue

t

roots]; we know hussy and housewife

come from common root huswlf; modern forms of wife

and weave are historically related (5-6).

Although such terms show the correlation between social roles
of women and the names applied to themV further inquir
ns they are applied to women shows "general

patterns of semantic shift recurring in semantically related
^®^^dal terms.-. CMGConnell—Ginet,, 6). This shift'shows a
consistent pattern of negative bias when a word is appled to

f®ro®i®^nnd a positive bias when it is appled to males.
In the course of researching language, I have found that

the field is fertile with examples of such sex bias within

language.

As a rule, positive or neutral meanings of the

terms used to describe or name women degenerate to coarse,
vulgar, and disparaging meanings; the terms become

pejorative.

As mentioned earlier, McConnell-Ginet has

pointed out that by looking beyond the history of words one
can see the trend of shifting meanings of terms from neutral

to negative cdnnotations; ; hussy, spinster and wsj^ch aye
isolated examples. A look at contemporary language shows
similar problems.

McGonne11—Ginet states:

Some extremely suggestive facts have been
unearthed by recent investigators who have drawn

our attention to significant lexical gaps
i henpecked hut no cockpecked], lexical asymmetries
imothering as a long term affair but fathering the
act of an instantl, and non parallel distribution
of items in some environments [linguist,Robin

Lakoff, gave the inspired cleaning lady/garbage
gentlemah^ (7).

The term henpecked has been used to describe men who are
dominated by women.

The implication is that men who are

influenced by or manipulated by women are weak and unmanly.
However, since women are supposed to be "dominated by men,"

culturally speaking, there is no use for a comparable term to
describe women dominated by men.

The terms mothering and

fathering have traditionally had the connotative meanings

given by MbConnell-Ginet; however, social changes have how
expanded the definition of father to have a less temporary or
short term meaning.

Due to changes in society attributed by

some to the women's movement, "fathering" still does not have

the long term meaning that "mothering" has.

The term lady,

however, brings out some differences of opinion among
linguists.

Robin Lakoff expresses the opinion that the term

lady ia used to trivialize women.

She implies that Jadly is

used to describe ideal women in a patriarchal society, those

who are unassertive, quiet, and ornamental, and thus the term
trivializes women. However, McConnell-Ginet and other

scholars believe that the contexts in which the term lady is
used must be studied to determine whether the particular
usage is biased. With respect to the term
McConnell-

Ginet says, "examination of the contexts in which lady
occurs,...its opposition to woman, girl, broad, and so on can

shed light on features of meaning that are at best implicit
for speakers and. quite possibly, denied at a conscious
In order to pursue this discussion of unconscious as
well as conscious negative connotative meanings of words as
they apply to women. I will look at examples from Muriel
Schultz study of words used about women. Because we are
familiar with these words and because they show how we all
can use them without thinking of their implications. I will

focus on soine of the^^

the common examples of

spinster or old maid versus bachelor, Schultz looks at two
terms used to define or designate an old man. These are
geezer and codger. She found that "geezer [was] an

eccentric, queer, old man and codger [was] a mildly
derogatory, affectionate term for an old man" (65).

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1979 edition, states
that these terms are used to refer to mildly eccentric or
disreputable fellows. Generally, these terms do not have a

negative connotation; this is especially tme when one

companes thsnv with those used to describe or designate-an old
woman.

According to Schultz' research, the terms for old

woman far outnumber the terms for old man.
dust a few of the terms that she found:

The following are

"terms for old woman

[are] trot, hen, heifer, warhorse, crone, hag, and frump"
(65).

Surely the fact that the rnomber of negative terms for

older women outweighs the nxamber negative terms for older men
affects our negative perceptions of older women.

Earlier work by

Ethel Strainchamps, "Our Sexist

Language" in Woman in Sexist Society:

Studies in Power and

Powerlessness published in 1971, reveals two trends which
support what has been said about shifts in connotations.

Words which did not have negative connotations when used to

refer to men "became contemptuous after they came to refer to
woman alone" (Strainchamps, 242).

On the other hand, those

which were pejorative lost the negative connotations when

they came to be associated exclusively with men

(Strainchamps, 242),

To illustrate her findings Strainchamps

used the shrewd-shrewish pair.

According to her, the words

were equally pejorative in the 16th century.

wicked.

They both meant

However, when shrewd was used for men only and shrew

was used specifically for women, their connotations diverged.
A glance at the dictionary's definition for each clarifies
Strainchamps' position further.

a

W

mischievous. 2 (obsQl:©^

shrewish, abusive. 3^^

omihous, da^

a: severe, hard; b: sharp, pieroihg. 5 a:

(marked by clever discerning awareness and

hardheaded acumen); b: given to wily and artful
ways or dealing.

^

i* Shy bi huinerous small chiefly nocturhal

animals related to the molas and distinguished by a
long pointed snout, very small eyeb» and^^^
fur. 2: an ill tempered scolding woman.

As we can see from the definitions, Straihchamps- assertions
are correct. We would not like to be considered abhsive, i11^

tempered or scolding. However, being clever or being
predisposed toward having a "clever, discerning awareness"
are positive traits.

mstress are another set of words whicli ;

exemplify Strainchamps' point. In the past, both words
connoted some degree of power or importance. They were equal
in meaning; however, master is the only one of the two terms
which has retained a connotation of power while mistress has
a pejorative meaning since it is associated with an illicit
sexual relationship.

The studies by Strainchamps and other scholars

underscore the relationship between language and myths
regarding women which are created and perpetuated in our

culture through the language we use. As the preceding
illustrations show, words greatly influence impressions and

attitudes. Examining how they affect us is crucial. In her
article, "The Making of a Nonsexist Dictionary,"

lexicographer. Alma Graham points out some of the reasons for
the continuing problem of sexism in language. Some of these
reasons have been stated often; however, Graham's findings
are worth reviewing. She notes that when we are socialized

we pick up cues from the adults around us with respect to the

expectations which society has of us. During the making of

the nonsexist dictionary Graham explains many of the myths
regarding women perpetuated through language. One of

Graham s examples is "my-virtue-is-your-vice" which is one
way of describing one of the myths many people have about the
two sexes.

According to this myth, women and men are

expected to be polar opposites. Therefore, a virtue for one

gender is a vice for the other. For example, "a man's tears

are womanish [while] a woman's uniform [is] mannish" (Graham,
60).

Graham further states:

Since men and women are supposed to be polar
opposites, what is considered admirable in. one has
contemptible in the other

The lessons to

be learned by both male and female are clear:

biology is not only destiny; it is character and
personality (60-61).
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In her work. The Second Sex, Simone De Beauvoir comments
on this myth. When speaking of self-definition she states
that because she is a woman she must define herself as a

woman. On the other hand, "A man never begins by presenting
himself as an individual of a certain sex; it goes without
saying that he is a man" (De Beauvoir xvii-xviii). She

further states that it is wrong to present the two sexes as

if they were similar to two electrical poles. "In actuality
the relation of the two sexes is not quite like that of two
electrical poles,..." (xvii-xviii).

She goes on to explain how in society and in language
men represents both the positive and neutral qualities, while

woman represents the negative. When referring to Aristotle,

whose opinions dominated the thinking of early scholars about
the nature of women and men, de Beauvoir quotes him as
saying: "The female is female by virtue of a certain lack of
qualities

We should regard the female nature as

afflicted with a natural defectiveness" (xvii-xviii).
The long history of considering the female nature as a

deformed version of the male nature has greatly contributed
to the notion that women and men are polar opposites. This
way of thinking has contributed to the segregation of sex

roles. Thus, if a man displays any feminine qualities, such
as being moved to tears, he is labeled womanish Che is not
acting within the prescribed manner for men.] (Graham, 61).
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As we can see, there is a long tradition for establishing set
roles for men and women which are supposed to be presented
opposite to each other.

People who persist in following

nontraditional roles or occupations are labeled as

"exceptions to the rule"

(Graham, 61).

Therefore, these

exceptions are not used to refute the stereotypic perceptions

presented to the society through the use of language in
describing these exceptions.

Consider the following from the

Graham article:

Another trick of socialization is to label

what we consider to be the exception to the rule:

the woman doctor, the male nurse, the career ffirl
(the phrase career man is restricted to government
service).

The term feminine logic illustrates the

most negatively sexist use of the modifier tactic

since it implies non^logic or lack of logic.

Because logic unmodified is ass\amed by men to apply
to men, a woman who thinks logically is said to

have a "masculine mind" (a supposed compliment that
serves as a questionable exception to the "my

virtue-is-your-vice" rule) (61).

Graham also points out common uses of language which
define women in traditional roles.
put-down, praise him/blame her.

These are trivialization,

From trivialization another

step is the degraded meaning of words.
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These were mentioned

earlier and include madam, queen, dame, and mistress.

Since

the time of Eve through the story of Delilah and others,
women have frequently been blamed for the evil that befalls

humanity.

Therefore, it is unsurprising that women's titles

of respect, as compared with men's titles of respect, have
come to have degenerated connotative meanings.

However, the

most pervasive use of language in maintaining the status of

women subordinate to the status of men is the exclusionary
tactic.

This is the generic use of language, which will be

discussed in detail further on in this work.

Graham, a

lexicographer, working with other scholars to create a non
sexist dictionary, made some observations of sex bias in

material written for children.

She and Peter Davies, Editor

in-chief of the dictionary, found a pattern existing no
matter what subject was being taught.

For example, both in

discussion and in materials used in the classroom, males
command center stage (Graham. 57).

Peter Davies found the

following in his research:

When adults write for one another, they refer to
young people as children, almost as often as they

call them boys and girls.

When writing stories

for children, however, adults use the gender words
boy and girl twice as often as the neutral words
child and children. When the culture talks to its
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children, it is careful to distinguish them by sex
(Graham, 58).

According to Davies, people addressing children spoke or
wrote to them in generic/stereotypical language; however,

those same people were less stereotypical when communicating
with other adults.

These findings show that writers of

materials for children contribute to the unequal presentation
of females and males in written material.

This in turn

affects attitudes and expectations of children's behavior
because the roles presented have a male dominance bias.

Thus, stereotypes are set in youngsters' minds.

Even in

subjects such as home economics, Graham found that the

masculine pronoun he was found twice as often as the pronoun
she.

This is surprising since home economics is not an area

of study in which our culture expects males to have a high
degree of interest.

In order to put females as well as males into the center

of literature and writing, while working on the nonsexist

dictionary. Alma Graham made some changes in pronouns in her

dictionary definitions which exemplify her argxament for more

sex-balanced educational materials.
the description:

For example, by changing

"He has brains and courage" to "She has

brains and courage" Graham found she could alter the image
presented.

Other examples from her work are as follow:

The new woman made her way from example to example

14

^

aspirations, and

:

tastes. She was "a woman of dedicated principles."
herself" and ''^eryprie praised

her good sense and learning." When she plunged
; i^^^^
mind began to percome'^ irim
her coffee), and "she prided herself on her

eloquence" (not on the sheen of her freshly waxed
floors) (Graham, 59-60).

Since the Ob
of thpse'^ttihg toget^ the
dictionary for school children was to help create a sex-fair
or sex-bal^ced dictionary, tha image of man dls^
, -'Some:.chainges.-^'-;';'

the dictionary ex-^ples continued to be

active and daring, competitive and combative; but
the liberated man could b
too. He
might be striving to attain mastery over his
emoti^
but he was not disgraced if ^'his resblve
began to waver" or if "tears welled up in his
eyes." Like the new woman, he had freer choice of
careers than heretofore: "He teaches kindergarten"
at night" (Graham, 60).

AS; one can se

the examples showh, images^^^^ of women

and men can be altered with even the subtlest substitutions.

When youngsters are exbosed to bbbse different or chinge^^
images, they cau have a new perception.of sex roles for
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females and males.

As previously stated, language is

acquired at such an early age that many of our linguistic
choices are made without our consciously thinking of them.

This fact contributes to the perpetuation of the images of
both women and men which is unfair or biased.

Work to bring

about even the mildest changes in language use is difficult

because such changes fight an almost inbred pattern of
thought.

However, work to present either men or women in

rion-traditional roles is essential, especially for those

working with youngsters, so that the cycle of sexist
stereotyping can be broken.
In order to combat some of the above mentioned

influences, in addition to changing the pronoun from he to
she from time to time, Graham developed some interesting
definitions which illustrate the subtle means by which

langua/ge can be made equitable.
awkwardness.

This can be done withotit

Where "one dictionary defined youth as the part

of life het^aeen childhood and manhood," she changed the
definition to "the time of life before one is an adult"

(61).

While defining sex she avoided using the terms "fairer

sex", "gentler sex", "sterner sex", or "stronger sex" within
the definition.

Graham's work on the nonsexist dictionary is

but one example of areas which need attention if sex

bquitable language is to be cultivated.

16

Creating sex

balanced language will result in reducing distorted views
about people of either sex.

studies mentioned above illustrate the fact

that because language acquisition occurs when we are young,

how we choose our words becomes an automatic activity. Thus,
the perpetuation of stereotypic myths about men and women
continues.

Work in studying the connotative meanings of

words is important because these meanings affect the
perceptions that children and adults have about themselves

9-bd the,world around them. By becoming aware of words and

their meanings, an important first step can be taken toward

finding^^^^^^^^^^

initiating the changes in language use whieh

will present a balanced and equitable view of the roles of

bot^ women and men. Other btepS include stddyihg and
changing sexist materials in our educational systems and
grammatical rules which perpetuate

^

of women from active and positive roles both in

literature and society.

Changes in language allow users

freedom of choice because of the increased options available

both to women and to men. Furthermore, changes in language
need not be looked at with apprehension because they will
allow women and men to have newer perceptions of themselves
and their roles in society.

In the following chapter, I will show how interest in

women's issues has yielded much discussion about language in

17

literature and its role in women's condition in society,
particularly how language used in children's and adolescent

reading and educational materials perpetuates stereotypical
images of thfe two genders.

18

CHAPTER TWO

SEXIST LANGUAGE AND STEREOTYPING IN EI)tJCATIONAL MATERIALS

Graham's work showed, as discussed ih Chapter One of

this work, that simple

in definitibn and usage^an

help to create new images of women and men.

A look at what

children read shows that such changes are necessary if we are
going to prepare our children for the role changes which they
Will encounter in their owv lives. In the wor^
looked at, hpw©ver, scholars from mahy fieIds have found that

the material used in textbooks Gontaihs sexist usages which
create misleadinig images of the roles of women and men. They
do not show women performing roles which, as a matter of

fact, they do perform in the real world. Thus, a confusing,

false, or limited perception is presented to students reading

and learning from sex-biased books. My survey of children's
reading texts and othsr books shows that nonstereotyped roles
for both females and males have existed in books and stories

of the past and can exist again.

Studies of readers' ages

and sexes show that the existence of nonstereotyped roles h^^
a crucial effect on children's understanding and acceptance
of new ideas and values about changing roles for women and
men.

In this chapter, I will show some of the cbnrtections

between sex stereotypes and the books or texts that children
read.

19

Before discussing the different studies of reading
materials for children, I would like to state the definitions

of sexist a.nd sex-fair language which scholars in other
studies have accepted as the norm and which will be used in
the following discussion.

luring their discussion of the

gender characteristics of language, Candace Garrett Schau and

Kathryn P. Scott developed the following definitions of
sexist and sex-fair language:
Sex biased [or sexist] materials are those in
Which

(a) females appear as main characters in

illustrations far less frequently than do males;

(b) females and males usually are portrayed in
sex—stereotypical roles;

(c) females appear more

often than do males in derogatory roles; and/or

(d) niale generic language is used.
In contrast, sejsf-equltabie materials reflect

the reality of the preserice of females in the
worlds their contributions, and the changing roles
of both females and males.

At One end of the sex-

equitable continuum eve sex-fair materials, which

include females and males in numbers proportional
to reality and inolude both traiditional and non

traditional sex roles.
forms are avoided.

Male generic language

At the other end of the

continuum, sex-ajfiurmative materials emphasize

20

role-reversals, that is, males and females in

nontraditylpn^l roles, and explain the benefits and
problems of these reversals, including barriers

and discrimination.

Gender specified language is

emphasized (183-184).

The question of sexism in reading materials is perceived
as important by scholars who have studied educational

materials' influences on children.

Some studies have been

specifically interested in the matter of the reading
preferences of girls and boys.

In addition, they have zeroed

in on the question of whether or not the gender of the

protagonist has any bearing on the material selected by
either girls or boys.

Virtually eyeryone agrees that almost

/texts in the past were biased.

In the past ten years,

changes in reading materials for children have occurred.

Although some improvement has been made in:brea^
stereotypical gender roles of protagonists in American

fiction and texts, much work still needs to be done in this

area.

Marjorie B. U'Ren

made some enlightening points while

addressing the problems of, the roles of females in texts.

For example, she found that in texts used in California,

males were t^ main characters in 75% of the stories up to
1971.

Furthermore, she noted that stories with female

characters were shorter, less interesting, and had females in
more stereotypical roles.

U'Ren accused the establishment of
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f®nia.les toward mor© traditional stsTBotypxcal life

roles by using materials which reinforced the stereotypical
roles.

She also noted that this has not always been the

case:

Oddly enough, textbooks written for coeducation
in this century

present a much more

favorable picture of the female sex than do
textbooks written from 1930 on.

Mothers in these

stories sit down with their children, instruct

them, help them, and participate ihthbir
activities.

These are stories of girls who handle

physical dangers or stand up against

popular and

false opinion (225).

Since past books have had active, positive characters who

happen to be female, I believe that there is no reason why
books today should not have positive, active female main

characters.

U'Ren agrees. She states that stories which

include active heroes who happen to be women need not be
dull, degrading or exclusionary.

Because negative and passive female roles have been

presented in print for many years, scholars looking into the

effects of language on the lives of women have concluded that
such biased materials have
women.

negative impact on the lives of

For example, Wendy Martin in "Seduced and Abandoned

in the New World," in Woman in Sexist Society: Studies in
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Pop/er awd Ppii/e/»lesrs/3ess, accuses fiction writers of
perpetuating the myth of woman as a representative of Eve

..-destined to dependency and servitude..." (226).
Furthermore, she challenges writers to discover a "New

Eve...a woman who is self actualizing, strong, risk taking,
independent but capable of being loved" (238), Materials
which strike out against stereotypes for females and males
are among the tools scholars, teachers and writers are
challenged to produce for youngsters.

Women's accomplishments should be shown or discussed and
not be kept buried in the more conventional presentation of
male accomplishments. As U'Ren noted, all too often in
illustrations of Marie Curie and her husband Pierre, Madame
Curie is shown peering over her husband's shoulder. This

illustration creates a false image which belittles Marie
Curie s accomplishments by putting the man in the forefront
of the picture. Thus, an image of importance is created for
him, and an image of secondary importance is created for her
(U Ren, 222). Children who might see the Illustration could
either credit Marie Curie's accomplishments to Pierre Curie
or give her secondary credit for the work she did in the
process of discovering polonium and radiumi. However, a more

factual accounting would give her equal credit for equal work
and full credit for her own work.
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Marie Curie is oni

of many wdmeh whose

eccomplishments have been underplayed, hidden, or simply

distorted in children's textboOks.

Wbether the subordinate

image is created by an illustration or by words. It ie a
problem facing teachers today who wish to motivate students

to read; female students at various stages of development

will want to read about active, positive, and Successful
female characters.

Male students also need to read materials

showing women in active, positive, and succesful roles so
that they can learn how to work with the kinds of women with

whom they will be working as colleagues when they grow up. If
the material is not available, the desire to read could be
.■lessened.

Several studies have attempted to determine the

importance of a character's sex in the materials read by
students.

Although some of the studies showed a discrepancy

between the relative importance of the ages and the gender of
the characters for the readers at different age levels, all

of the studies showed that both girls and boys prefer reading
about main characters who represent their particular sex.

Data from Johnson, Peer, and Baldwin (1984), on one hand,

stress the age of the reader over the gender of the reader as
a determining factor in choosing reading material which had
either a female or a male protagonist.

On the other hand,

Schau and Scott in another study (also in 1984) determine
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that the reader's gender is equally important. In order to
support their findings, they also cite others who have

studied the gender question in reading materials.

The Johnson, Peer, Baldwin article, "Protagonist

Preferences Among Juyeriile and Adolescent Readers," cites
studies on reader preferences because"clever matches between
reader preferences and bdok/story characteristics increase

the probability that a reader will enjoy the literature and

will be intrinsically motivated to read (Mathewsbn, 1976)"
(147). It appears that people working with students have
used the idea of matching readers with characteristics in

stories. A few years ago, when I worked at a Junior high
school in San Bernardino, the more experienced reading
instructors would advise their aides to find students' areas

of interest and to guide the students to reading materials
which dealt with their areas of interest whenever possible.
I found that as soon as students found reading materials

which dealt with their areas of interest, they would spend
more time reading.

Some studies have used vocational interests, studies of

library use, and orders from book clubs as sources for

materials which could be used in motivating student reading.

A study by Rose, Zimet, and Blom in 1972 found that young
readers preferred choosing materials which had main

characters of the same sex as themselves (Johnson, 147).
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According to the Johnson study, a study by Norvell in 1973

stated that "male main characters were preferred equally by
boys and girls in secondary grades, but...books with female
main characters were preferred more by girls than by boys"
(147).

The Norvell study was clarified by the Johnson study,

which showed "overall averages may well be about equal;
however, boys in lower grades prefer male characters
considerably more than girls whereas the trend reversed for

higher grades.

Norvell's finding that female main characters

are preferred more by girls than by boys was confirmed"
(Johnson 150).

In reviewing studies on the reading preferences of
children, the Johnson study concluded that the age of the
main characters and not their gender may be a stronger

variable in children's story preferences.

Even though there

were some differences between studies which stress the

importance of readers' age and those which stress the
importance of readers' gender, people working on studies

dealing with students' preferences found that the gender of
characters was one significant factor in reading materials.
(Part of the difference seems to stem from the fact that some
of the earlier studies did not consider both the age and the
gender of the readers and the protagonists.)
A review of studies by Candace G. Schau and Kathryn P.
Scott focuses on the relevance of educational reading
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inatoi^ials ussd by sbudsnt/S.

Instructional inatarials war©

judged not only on the basis of sex-bias but also on the

basis of comprehension because materials used by schools
should help students increase their reading comprehension
skills.

Schau and Scott also studied instructional materials in

order to determine if sex-fair materials assist in developing
sender balanced associations without negatively affecting the
reading comprehension of students.

They found that rather

than having a negative effect, gender-balanced materials had

positive effects.

They found that students' learning

experiences improved and that sex-equitable material did not

interfere with either girls' or boys' reading/learning
comprehension.

This detailed study covers four basic areas

which include gender association, sex role attitudes,
preferences for materials, and comprehension of materials.

Schau and Scott feel their findings are important because

"the theories of sex role development and sex typing suggest
that instructional materials can influence their users' sex
roles (184).

They continue: "Two of the most relevant

theories are social learning theory and gender schema

theory....Instructional materials present numerous sex role
models to students" (184).

Citing the results of nine

studies, Schau and Scott conclude that the "gender form of
language" or generic language is influential in that it sets
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up male images for the readers.

They say that generic

language causes students of all agesj ieleme^n^^

secondary, to see male images, and that this is especially
true if the atudentsVand teachers are male and if the

materials' content:is "cxilturally sex typed for males^ for

■ ■exaniple, policeJOfficer''<('lB&:)v.,;\Vr'\'\''^'-:^\'v ,':^
Oh the other hand, they staie 'tHat ^SS'^ptions of "more
gender-balanced referents" Occur when "gender-unspecified,
rather than male generic, language is uBad" (Schau and Scottv

185).

However, they mehti^

by Strieker which

suggests that gender-unspecifled language does not always
lead to gender neutral assumptions.

The study cites findings

which demonstrate that gender-unspecified language and

neutral role cbhtent can lead to an assximption that males are
the referents.

The solution Schau and Scott propose is

lan^age which is gender-specified; that is, language which
includes both females and males.

They indicate that though

this language is not frequently used it is the language form
which yields the greatest number of gender-balanced
aesQciatione (185).

In discussing how content of language affects sex role

attitudes, Schau an

Scott cite twenty-one studies whieh

demonstrate that children exposed to sex-equitable materials
develop more "flexible" sex-role attitudes.

Furthermore,

they state that, conversely, "sexist materials contribute to
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more sexist attitudes" (Schau & Scottv 185).

Both girls and

boys, ages five through twenty-one, were tested in the

several studies listed and discussed.

With respect to the

generalization which occurs after reading, Schau and Scott

state that "although sex-equitable materials make pupils'
attitudes about others and about themselves less sex typed,
these changes do not seem to generalize to contents not

included in the materials" (186).

However, in discussing

"persistence of effects" Schau and Scott conclude that "there

is some evidence that exposure to sex-equitable inaterials
results in persistent attitude changes, at least in some
areas" (186).

During the studies on sex-equitable reading materials,
Schau and Scott noted:

When students do not show a same-sex story
preference or when sex of the main character is

not varied, they usually prefer traditional roles
or have no preferences by role or sex of main

characters.

[However, another study indicates

that] less sex-typed 4th-, 7th-, and 11th- grade
students preferred stories with nontraditional male
characters.

(188)

I feel that these findings a;re pphsistent with the fact that
educational materials are not the pnly source of irtformation

abont sex-=role typing in bur society. Chiidr
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are exposed

increasingly to magazines, movies, radio, music videos, and
television.

For this reason the studies or evaluations of

programs watched by children in school and non-school

settings have increased over the past ten years.
In examining interest in sex-equitable materials for
their effects on children exposed to them, Schau and Scott

evaluated the results of a study of a PBS program which had
been developed primarily to help girls develop more
"flexibility [in] generalization to sex role attitudes about
occupational, school, and family roles for both sexes and to

sex role self-concept for girls" (186).

They found that

girls, more than boys, enjoyed the program.

Since the girls

were the targeted group, the developers of the program were
satisfied.

The preference by females for materials which

offer greater variety of sex roles for both genders ties in
with another test which also found girls eight to nine years
of age to twelve years of age preferred nontraditional roles

for the main characters of the stories they read (Schau &
Scott, 188).

Since today's children are exposed to both

written and nonwritten materials in schools, the study of
gender-equitable visual materials shows that gender-balanced

materials of all varieties can positively influence
yoxmgsters' acceptance of nontraditional sex roles.

With respect to comprehension of reading materials,
Schau and Scott found that changes in language used in
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children s reading materials do not negatively affect

ohxldren's reading skills. However, they felt that despite
some of the limitations, research indications were "that sexequitable materials can improve the learning experiences of
both female and male students" (191). They believe this
because they found that there was more flexibility on the
part of students in accepting nontraditional sex roles and
haying more gender-balanced associations" with exposure to
sex-equitable materials. In addition, they found that

students do not reject sex-equitable materials and sometimes
even prefer them. Finally, sex-equitabl^^^^

interfere with Gomprehensioh, which is a^
v&eidinsX^Xy^

^^bbu^but thein^^^^^^^^

Schau and!^ott found that

lan^age equity--language which allows readers to visuaii^z^
sex roles without cultural stereotyping so that both girls
and boys can see the possibility of taking part in activities

based on their own personal interests and abilities—helps
students re-examine their own roles in terms of their

interests and abilities rather than in terms of cultural
stereotypes.^
see thdmsel^s

^esforming or involved in roles based on thpir abilities and
interests, they will have greater motivation and greater
success in reading. Therefore, it is important to continue

to make more sex-equitable materials available to children.
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Despite the fact that today's students are increasingly
exposed to a variety of educational materials which have

improved during the past ten years or more, studies on
reading and educational materials show that more work in

these areas is crucial if we are to provide a balanced

perception of the possibilities for girls' and boys' (or
women's and men's) self-concepts and self-development.

Past

educational materials which perpetuate stereotypes are slowly
being replaced with materials containing characters who
demonstrate non-traditional roles.

The studies reviewed

above show that such reading materials would not hinder

students and, in fact, are frequently preferred by them.
Therefore, we should get more of the sex-balanced materials
into the school systems so that a more exciting view of life
for girls and boys can be offered them while they are
learning to become prepared for their own lives.
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GENERIC "HE" OR THE PROBLEM WITH SUPERMAN

The findings of the preceding chapter lead inescapably
to the auestion of how to develop and institute gender-^
neutral language. Textbooks need to address one of the core
problems within the English language; namely, the use of

generic language in our communications, written or oral.

In

this chapter I will discuss studies which reveal the problem
of generic language.

Although words associated with women reflect social

attitudes toward women, role-related vocabulary is not the
pf l^^^nguage which should be investigated.
Another area of language which relates to the above

discussion is the exclusion of women through the generic use
of he and man. Miller and Swift state, "The use of man to

include both women and men may be grammatically correct, but
it is constantly in conflict with the more common use of man
as distinguished from woman" (20). However, the fact is that

the grammatical stipulation making generic man the rule is an
arbitrary prescription made up by grammarians;

This

grammatical convention is the source of many problems because

the generic use of man and its simultaneous use to designate
males convey an underlying double meaning. A neutral pronoun

would be desirable; however, because language change comes
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4bout sl6wly, such a neutral pronoiftinal form has not yet been

agreed hpofl either by scholars or by speakers of English,

i^eyertheless, the awareness of

heed for a neutral pronoun

has sparked studies directed toward finding a pronominal form
with which the majority could agree.

These studies in turn

have shpWn how generic he causes cohfusibn both to youngsters
during language acquisition and to Other people during the

course of daily lan^age use.
In this chapter/ the studies to which I will refer point
out that use of the geheric pronouh creates a bias because
the male gender is proqecbed by he or iran even when used
generically.

In addition, persdnification which occurs in so

much of our writing contributes to the bias against women.
These studies find that the dual meaning for man causes
confusion of meaning for both women and men.

Generic he

creates a bias against women.

Alma Graham p>rovides a few examples of this linguistic

bias.

While working on the non-sexist dictionary for

children, she found the following:

If a woman is swept off a ship into the water,
the cry is "Man overboard!"

If she is killed by a

hit-and-run driver, the charge is "manslaughter."

If she is injured on the job, the coverage is
"workmen's compensation."

But if she arrives at a

threshold marked "Men Only," she knows the
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adinonitiori is not inteiided
plants
or ihanimate objects. It is meant for her (62).
This analysis by (3raham shows how the double meaning for the
word man causes People-to shift gears as they encounter the
word in different contexts. Confusing aS this may be for a

practiced speaker of the language, is is even more confusing
for those in the process of learning language. Miller and
Swift, in Words and Women, cite studies by Alleen Pace Nilsen

confirming that children are confused by the double meaning
of man and the compound words which use man. "Nilsen notes
that adults transfer to children their own lack of agreement
about when the many compound words like workman and salesman
apply to both sexes and when such compounds are to be used of
males only" (Miller & Swift, 28). Even when alternate words
are used, they are not always acceptable to all people. For

example, some people are using compound words with woman to
avoid drawing the wrong conclusion about the sex of the

subject (Miller & Swift, 28). Such a change in use, however,
is valid only when the subject is actually a female.
If adult speakers of English cannot perceive whether
compound words using man have a generic meaning which

includes women or whether they have a meaning exclusive to

the male gender, then we can imagine how confusing these two
connotations of the same words are to youngsters learning
language, since their immediate experiences are limited and
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their perceptions of meaning are based upon those experiences
(Miller and Swift, 29).

One youngster for example, when asked to illustrate
the incident in the Garden of Eden story where God
drives Adam and Eve from the garden, produced a

picture of God at the wheel of a pickup truck, with
Adam and Eve sitting in the back surrounded by an
assortment of flowering plants for their new home.

And there is the story of children who were
disappointed to discover that the "dog doctor" was
not a dog after all, but an ordinary human being
(Miller and Swift, 29).

Because language has a personal as well as a social

effect on people, some scholars have delved into studying the
effects of the generic use of he and man.

Some feel that

"the experience is different for boys and girls—ego

enhancing for the former and ego deflating for the other"
(Miller and Swift, 29).

Young girls have to adjust to the

fact that he can Sometimes mean sAe or that man can sometimes

mean woman.

As Miller and Swift, among others, point out,

sometimes the generalizations made while using man or he

apply to hitman beings in general; but sometimes, writers who
have started using the generic form to generalize about human
beings finish by discussing males specifically.

Thus, the

dual meanings of the generic form of language are blurred.
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For example, when the discuas

have started to

be neutral shifl; to males in general, the male point of view
is projected through the language Used.

Miller and Swift also point out the confusion to girls
when they first encounter and process the meaning of the

duality of the generic language form. They cite an example
girls who were deyasta.ted to learn that they were

included in the word he. It is hard, accbrding to Miller and

Swift. for most women to reca^^ their feelings when they

first reaiise the arbitrariness of the rule of the generic
uses of he and man. Miller and Swift point out that this

rule is only one of many "assignments to secondary status'
it is intri^ing to find that historically generic use
of man was not always the rule.

At one time English also had separate and
unambiguous words to distinguish a person by sex:
wif for female, wer and carl for male.

Mann—a

h\jman being—dropped the second n in combined forms
iihe waepman and carlman both of which meant an
adult male person, and wifman, an adult female
person.

fW^nan eventually became woman (the

plural, women, retains the original vowel sound in

the pron\inciation of the first syllable), while

wer, carl, and carlman simply became obsolete; they
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were no longer needed once man was used to signify

a raale-^especially(Miller and Swiftj 29>\
Miller and Swift note that when there were Words for htiman

beings of either sex, women had more rights than after the
generic form of i27an became widespread.

"The parallel usage

was somewhat analogous tO the relative status of women and
men in the society.

Women had personal and property rights

equal to those of men, and they worked a variety of trades"
(Miller and Swift, 90).

When mann and wer became combined,

mann lost the female connection.

Thus, women were slowly

excluded from the wOrd, ma/i and women's position in society

deteriorated (Miller and Swift, 90).

This change in the use

of man leads to the problem of the dual meaning which causes,
in part, the exclusion of women either by writers Or by

readers when the generic form is used in either written or
oral cQmmunication.
Studies have been made to determine whether or not man

and he are truly generic.

Wendy Martyna conducted such a

study because of her interest in equity and clarity of

language use.

"Is generic he always used when referring to a

sex-:unspecified person, or is there a need to turn to

alternatives, such as she or they to convey a generic
reference?" (Martyna, 132).

In order to determine an answer

to this question, Martyna went beyond the definitions for man
and he listed in the dictionary.
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As she stated, "Although

both specific and generic definiticns cf he and aan are

listed in the dicticnary, that dcesn't mean that each of them
is clearly used and understood" (132). For this reason

Martyna formulated her study to include the generic use of

he. She used students from Stanford University and set up
her experiment by telling the students that she wa.s testing
for the "process of sentence completion by contrasting
written and spoken responses to various categories of
sentence fragments" (133).

She also emphasized to the

students that grammar would not be evaluated.

She did this

to encourage the students' natural language use. Martyna

also emphasized to the students that their personaiities,
which could be evaluated on the basis of language use, would
not be evaluated. In addition, she asked that they respond
with their first impressions, as first impressions would be
most valid for the purposes of her study.

®®^ere taking the test, students were also asked to

indicate the process they went through to make the pronoun
®^e^ees they ultimately made. They were asked to finish the
questionnaire after they had filled out the tests which

actually demonstrated their pronoun choices.

As a matter of

fact, pronouns were not the only parts of sentences which

they had to fill in. The students were asked to be specific

about images or ideas that came to mind while they had worked
on completing sentences.

In addition, the students were
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asked to describe, as mycb as possible, those images or ideas
The sentences used in the test included items which could

apply to members of either sex.

However, "sex-stereotypical

subjects were included to determine whether an implied female
presence would influence the use of alternatives to the
generic i2e (Martyna, 133).

She continues:

The sentence fragments were written to focus
attention on the protagonist in the sentence, so
that students would be more likely to use a
personal pronOun in the finishing thought....Filler
ssntences were also used....These related to such

topics as sports, weather, and nature.

Also

included were some filler sentences using neutral

plural subjects (e.g. "When artists become
famous"), to direct attention away from the
continual use of the singular pronoun....[A male-

related fragment was] 'Before a judge can give a
final ruling,' [A neutral] 'When a person loses
money,' [A female-related] 'After a nurse has

completed training,' (Martyna, 133-134)
Sentence type influenced the extent that she was used as a
generic.

For example,"She was used to refer tO hypothetical

librarians and nurses, but not to hypothetical politicians or
teenagers" (Martyna, P.134).

In order to reinforce the idea

that pronoun choice was not being tested, students had been
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told that th. survey teated sentence atruotute. Therefore
oentenoe otruoturea were varied. An additional benefit of

the variety Of aentenoe atruoture waa that it maaked the faot

that the third peraonaingular Pronoun waaoonatantiy being
tested.

^ Martyna found that thbre were;differenoea between apoken
and written reaponaea. She alao found that although

"aentence type aignifioantly...influe„oed bhe extent to which
••t aentenoea
"anen werewere
leaafetwle.
inclined
to u,, be than were®wen whether the
male, or neutral in orientation (133). Significantly, among
ne waa uaed aa the generio

women «t"danta aha waa uaed more freguently aa a aubatitute
for he in the written oommunioation rather than apoken
communioation ■•in male-related or neutral aentenoe aubjeota

(133). Follow-upa to theae inoidenta of reveraala ahow that
the switch to she was intentional.

in addition, "artyna found that although a "auppoaedly
senerio. ahe waa aometimea uaed in place of the generic he:
Other raPlaoementa for generic he were alao uaed. " Over the
Paat.ten yeara or ao, auggeationa for correcting uaage to
avoid "generic he" have been made; thua, we are familiar with
a few Of thoae choicea. They include eingular they, he or

ahe, and repetition of the aentenoe aubjeot. Martyna alao

found that the majority of the atudenta who uaed alternativea
to the generic language form were women.
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Considering all tlie alternatives to generic he
together, no significant differences appeared

between written and spoken responses.

Considering

them separately, hpwever, we found fcAey appearing
more often.in spoken responses, and he or sAe in
written responses.

(Martyna, 134)

Martyna found two additional things when alternatives to

generic language were used.

First, the presumed gender of

the sentence subject seemed to dictate prpnoUn choice.

Second, the students' gender influenced generic forms
selected (135).

With respect to the finding that women were

less likely than men to use he for sentences like "If a

student is not prepared for an exam," Martyna was surprised

because there were qnly fPur feminists in the group tested.
Of these four, tWP were females and twp were males.
Furthermore, the female feminists had no overriding interest

in sexisin in language or its elimination.

Another reason for

Martyna to be surprised by the results was that the women did
not think that they were using fewer he forms nor did they
think that they were using more alternatives to the generic

he than their male counterparts.

Lastly, the findings

surprised Martyna because the students were not aware that
their pronoun choices were being studied; thus, they had made
their choices according to the manner in which they would
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normally make those choices. This fact was found from

studying the students' own reports on their choice process.
Martyna's study yielded additional valuable information

from the students' reports of imagery during the tests they
had taken. The sources of the imagery, according to Martyna,
were three sentence types. These were female related, male

related or neutral. When the sentence subjects were female
or male (stereotypically) then the students made female or

male pronoun choices. However, when the sentence subject was
neutral, Martyna did not expect such imagery. Her findings
disproved her expectations.

Although "neutral" imagery was reported by some
students, the overwhelming response to neutral sentence

subjects was a male image. This is true because men tended
to see either themselves or other males. Women tended to
respond with a male pronoun because of the grammatical rule

but not because sentences having neutral sentence subjects
triggered male images. Since men learn at an early age that
anything not obviously female is male, it is quite natural

thai: they should choose the male pronoun for everything else
(Martyna, 137). When they are young, girls choose a generic
she for supposedly neutral nouns. Later, after they have
learned the rules of grammar regarding generic language use,
the process of imagining themselves to be the "subject of a

neutral human reference is short-circuited" (Martyna, 137).
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According to Martyna's study, ninety percent of the women

reported no imagery at all with respect to neutral sentence

subjects.

The ten percent who reported seeing an image

reported visualizing males (Martyna, 136-137).
In Martyna's view, as in the view of other scholars in
this field, the fact that generic he is not always chosen

when a generic pronoun should be used indicates that it is in
fact not a true generic.

In addition, Martyna, when

referrihg to a much quoted study by CathrynAdamsky, states

that making she generic changes the perception about what
women can do.

As I noted earlier, in Alma Graham's work on a

nonsexist dictionary for children, images of women changed

when they could be afeBn in the language used to define
different occupations or situations.

The work of these

scholars underscores the importance of language in putting
forth or creating the images we carry of one another and of
ourselves.'

The fi^^

■

of the studies in the preceding chapters

and in this chapter reinforce each other.
studies reinforce the reading studies.

The linguistic

For example, Schau

and Scott found that generic language created a male- image in

the minds of both teachers and students of all ages and
grades.

They also indicated that as language becomes gender-

unspecified instead of male generic, teachers and students
assxime more gender-balanced referents.
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They noted, further.

that the language form which generates the most genderbalanced associations, gender—specifled languaLge which

includes both women and men, is still not frequently used.
(Gender-specifled language explicitly includes both females

and males.) Importantly, the use of nongeneric language does
not have deleterious effects on students' reading
comprehension or Other reading skills, yet it is too

iiifrequently found in children's learning materials.

Graham's and Martyna's works each demonstrate the pervasive
nature of the use of generic he or man, yet each of their

studies show that using non-sexist language affects people's
perception of Women. This is true even when apparently minor
changes in pronoun use or sentence construction are

implemented to avoid the customary generic language use.
As we can see from Martyna's study, the use of he for

both woman and man causes a male image rather than a neutral

image to form in a reader s mind. Donald G. MacKay and Toshi

Konishi's study, "Pronouns, Personification, and the Theory
of MeanihS arid Lexical Retrieval," while similar to

Martyna s, go further because they help to explain that other
linguistic and extra linguistic factors contribute to the
non-neutral nature of the supposedly heutral use of he.

Mackay and Konishi's studies of the difficulties with a truly
non-neutral pronoun add a dimensiori which is missing in other
studies. Through their studies they have developed an
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underlying attitude hypothesis/coxm^otixis language use and
cultural expectations or attitudes.

To test this attitude hypothesis, MacKay and Konishi
have studied the use of personification in children's
literature.

In "Personification and the Pronoun Problem"

(1980), they find that personification is a strong device
which writers or speakers use for transmitting or
communicating perceptions, attitudes, and cultural views.

MacKay and Konishi's later study, which includes a follow-up
comparison of their initial and subsSquent studies, is found

in their unpublished manuscript, "Pronouns, Personification,
and the Theory of Meaning and Lexical Retrieval", which will
be referredi to later in this work.

Because their extensive

work on the metaphoric device, personification, illustrates
much of what they discussed in the works that will be

discussed later in this work, I feel that a short review of
their findings is appropriate.

The reason for studying pronoun use in the process of
personification is that personification, especially in
children's literature, helps to perpetuate sexist

stereptypes.

Since children are too young to question

stereotypes, teachers and scholars feel that these

stereotypes become learned attitudes toward female and male

roles.

For example, "when a timid, helpless, and hysterical

mouse is personified as female, the subtle message that
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ohUdren receive is that females can be expected to behave in
a timid, helpless, and hysterical ■nanner. Likewise, when a
oourageous, clever, and Powerfuiiion is personified as male,
the message that cMldren get is that males can be expected
to behave in bpuragebus.: clever, and powerful ways" (MacKay
and Konishi. 149). These impressions are even stronger if
the stereotypic mouse and lion are in the same story. The
comparison in auch an instance could not be missed.

The English language provides three third person
singular pronouns,
^
it. Jn addition to
representing males, Ae is used to represent all people; she
is used to represent females; it is used when the noun

referred to has no human qualities. However, because it is
used to refer to an obdect or place, it carries an ••obdect
connotation" which is darring to us if it is used to
represent a person. This is especially true when the writer
or speaker is referring to an animal in a personal or

intimate way as is the case in stories written for children.
As a result, it must be replaced with another pronoun in
Situations which express intimacy or personal involvement
with an animal (MacKay and Konishi, 150).

Since we have no Pronoun which can be used to represent
a gender-unspecified animal, the same problem that arises

because of the generic use of As in general writing occurs in
instances using personification. This problem^s^^
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into two which occur as a result of our English pronoun
System.

First, personification cannot occur without

indicating sex.

Second, the use of personification

automatically indicates personhood.

Both are necessary

conditions for passing along stereotypes (MacKay and Konishi,

150)

For that reason MacKay and Konishi state, "As a

consequence. We cannot tell if any given use of he or she
for animals is meant to Signal sex, personification, personal
involvement, or some combination of these three" (150).

in addition to their studies on personification, MacKay
and Konishi studied other linguistic features which they
state contribute to expectations of the behavior of women and

men just as pronoun use sets up expectations of the behavior

of women and men.

The adjectives used to describe the nouns

also Set up expectations.

For example, there are many

behaviors expected from a character referred to as he which

are not expected from a character referred to as she.

Likewise, adjectives used to refer to a gender non-specific
noun, such as singer, can color the way we visualize a

singer—-fcaJi ya statuesque would conjure up different gender
images.

These expectations or attitudes are a reflection of

cultural attitudes tov/ard the roles of females and males in
society./ ,

MacKay and Konishi's study is relevant /because in
addition to discussing the generic use of he, it discusses
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the signlficanGe of adjectives and other linguistic clues
used to describe nouns and the pronouns which are used in

their place (whether non-neutral or neutral). In addition,
their discussion goes into theories of lexical choice and
their uses in reading materials. They also discuss the

relevance of theories of lexical choice to the choices made
for third person singular pronouns. This last point ties in
with my earlier discussion of reading materials.

MacKay and Konishi discuss two different theories on the
retrieval of lexical items. The first, they say, assuunes no

intervention from the attitudes or perceptions about lexical

items tested. The second theory counters this assumption and
is in fact the theory they expand upon.

MacKay and Konishi say the first theory, the objectivist
jfraiDeworic^ presumes that lexical choices are based on

semantic features independent of the attitudes of the speaker

(MacKay and Konishi, 4). Under

objectivist framework,

meanings for words occur based on the "world created" by the
situation discussed or written. Lexical retrieval occurs

independent of the attitudes of the speaker or writer and is

based on matching the semantic features of the words -used to

describe the situations. "The noun with the greatest number
of semantic features matching the features of the word world

[created by the writer] gets chosen for production" (MacKay
and Konishi, 4). Under this framework, it is possible that
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in putting together a "world of the Old West" I would choose

nouns such as cowhoy, ranch hand, Aomfare, mavez^iok, or
renegade depending upon the features of the other words that
I use in my writing. They must match according to the value
assigned hy the objectlvist framework. Yet according to the
objectivlst -f-rameworir, my attitudes towards Western life
would not be Instrumental in my lexical choices.
However, under the objectivlst framework, value is

Placed on word choices which, according to Dale Spender, Mary
Ritchie Key, and a number of other feminist linguists, show
biases against women. The objection is as follows.

According to the objectivlst framewoz-k, lexical choices are
evaluated in three categories: human (+ or - human); number
(+ or - Singular), and gender (+ or - male). MacKay and

Konishi mention these categories in one of their studies as a
way of explaining how language is traditionally evaluated.

It is the Pius or minus maie

which is demeaning to

women. ;■

As one can see, women would be minus male. The

evaluation implies a lack of a specific quality which in fact
women could never have. Thus, they and things labeled as

minus mle are less than those things which are labeled pius
male. The evaluation is the same for pronouns because,
according to MacKay and Konishi's evaluation of the

objectivlst framework, pronouns are a substitute for nouns
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and are chosen in the same manner as nouns are chosen. They
are chosen "by matching semantic features of the pronoun with

the corresponding features of the antecedent noun" (MacKay
and Konishi, 5).

This plus or minus male framework to indicate gender has
contributed to the myths about women which were mentioned
earlier in this work. MacKay and Konishi further explain

that deviations in clioice of pronouns from the human-,
number-, and gender- value structure referred to by MacKay
and Konishi as feature matching principles are frequently
explained away by a feature suppression process. However,
accordihg to them, no strong case has been proposed to
explain the reason for the use of the feature suppression
process with some nouns. For example they point out that
nouns which refer to human infants always produce -h human and
> male referents. They also note that "some sex-indefinite
classes such as nurse, secretary, and model trigger one
feature suppression process...while other sex-indefinite

cla;sses trigger another feature suppression process" (6).
According to MacKay and Konishi, nouns referring to human

infants result in the choice of the pronoun he while nurse,
secretary, and model result in the choice of the pronoun she.
They also noted that pronominal personification also
discloses some inconsistencies in the use of pronouns.
Choices seem to vary from one context to the next. The
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exainple offersd by MacKay and Konishi is the xioxxn ship^
People sometimes refer to a ship as she while at other times
they refer to a ship as it (6).

Because the objectivist framework assumes context to be

irrelevant to lexical choice, MacKay and Konishi state that
choices made in different contexts cannot explain

the process of feature suppression. They cite a 1979 study
by Mathiot where context changed pronoun choice^ This study
plus their own work in studying pronoun use in children's

literature in 1980 (they studied over 35,000 uses of he, she,
or it in children's literature for this aspect of their

study) led to their underlying attitude hypothesis.
MacKay arid Konishi state, "under this view, the so
®®H®d exceptions to the feature matching theory ar©
manifestations of a more general rule

namely, that

underlying attitudes toward the communicative situation and
concept referred to influence all aspects of lexical choice"

(8).

For example, they theorize that using it for certain

nouns indicates that the speaker or writer mey have an

underlying attitude toward the lack of personAbod of those
riouns or toward the lack of potential for rational behavior

of those nouns. Their hypothesis provides an added dimension

for studying lexical choices because lexical chbice is not
limited to matching plus or minus human, number, or gender.
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Nor are words chosen on the basis of a feature
matching Process involving inherent features either

of the world or of the words. Rather, meaning is
meaning to a person and is relative to his or her
point of view, beliefs, and attitudes at a

particular time and context of use. (MacKay and
Konishi, 7)

The purpose of their study was to examine lexical

choice. The use of pronouns for this purpose is defended by
MacKay and Konishi when they elaborate on a 1980 study by
Marlsen-Wilson and Tyler. They state that using pronouns for
testing general theories of lexical retrieval is appropriate
because ••processes underlying pronoun interpretation and
retrieval are simpie and easy to study and do not differ in
principle from processes underlying other types bf lexical

interpretation and:retrieval" (MacKay and Konishi, P. 4).
MacKay and Konishi's expectations were were confirmed by
their findings. They discovered that regardless of the

features of the concepts or contexts represented by pronouns,
pronoun choice would vary in accordance with beliefs and
attitudes toward the concepts or contexts presented or

referred to. Their findings confirmed that pronouns were not
"Pro^nouns.- In English, pronouns are explicitly gender
related referents. Furthermore, the choice of one pronoun
over another varies alorig other dimensions depending on the
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underlying attitudes or beliefs of the speaker or writer.
addition, pronouns are "dynaimic."

In

They depend on their

contexts and "don't necessarily fall into domains such as

noun, verb, or adjective.

For example, a single context-

dependent attitude can lead independently to use of the noun
thing and pronoun it for referring to person, but the

attitude is itself neither nominal nor pronominal" (MacKay
and Konishi, 7).

By finding that lexicai choices are not necessarily made
on the plus or minus evaluation format, MacKay and Konishi
have rembved a long standing obstacle in the study of

language.

They show that there are other degrees of meaning

between the positive and negative binary opposition displayed
by + or - human, + or -

gender> or + of - number which

influence lexical choices.
spectrum.

People make choices from a broad

This idea ties in well with the views of feminists

who wish to point out that the binary opposition implied by
plus or minus descriptions of language is a contributing
factor to the bias against women.

In study I of Pronouns, "Personifications, and the
Theory of Lexical Retrieval" MacKay and Konishi found that
pronoun choice did not depend solely upon the noun for which

it was used-

Among others, they used the following sentence

fragments;:
la

When a teenager grows up to be tough.
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^

lb

When a "teenaLger grows up to be pretty,

2a

If a student practices basketball instead of

'

2b

studying, ■

v., .'j: .

If a student practices ballet instead of
/studying.. ■/ ■ ■/

They found that As was not always used to represent the nouns
in the sentence fragments.

This led to the conclusion that

the underlying attitudes toward the nouns and other elements
in the sentence fragments led to different pronoun choices

(MacKay and Konishi, 8).

It is clear from looking at the

fragments in MacKay and Konishi s study that the adjectives
contribute to attitudes or expectations of what gender the
nouns to complete the fragments into sentences should be.
Gender reflection also affects the response time of
participants.

MacKay and Konishi noted that some of the

students took longer to respond to the sentence fragments
which had stereotypic roles reflected in them-

Male and female subjects showed similar patterns of
completion except for the "student-ballet" fragment
where males used 50% hes and 0% sAes.

females used 50% sAes and 17% hea.

Whereas

A similar

difference showed up in the response times for this

fragment where males took twice as long as females

(9.1 seconds vs. 4.6 seconds),.i.

Postexperimental

questioning Suggested that some males may have
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consciously tried to avoid using s/ie for this

fragment so as not to appear sexist in the eyes of
a female experimenter.

Also favoring this

hypothesis are the relatively long average response
times for the female stereotype fragments completed

with Ae(12.7 seconds) vs. pronouns other than he

(7.7 seconds)....(HacKay and Konishi, 11)
The study shows that for many students the noun and the

parts of the sentence fra^ent used to describe the noun
yielded inferences from the Students which in turn produced

pronoun choices different from the generic he prescribed by
grammatical rules.

Had they followed the rules of grammar,

he would have been the only choice for all versions of

sentence fragments including the stereotypic versions (MacKay
and Konishi, 11).

Thus, the findings of this study are

difficult to explain under the objectivist framework which as
MacKay and Konishi point out views pronouns as substitutes
for nouns.

They, therefore, conclude that the variations of

pronoun choice can be explained by the fact that pronoun
choices reflect concepts, attitudes, or beliefs which
underlie or are associated with the antecedent nouns (MacKay

and Konishi, 11-12).

They propose that "pronouns are more than substitutes"
for nouns.

Citing a study by Hirst and Brill, they say

"pronouns frequently refer to elements hot explicitly part of
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a sentence or discourse," and, as Study 11 shows, "pronouns

frequently signal attitudes and beliefs belonging to a
speaker [or writer] rather than features (explicit or

implied) of a referent" (MacKay and Konishi, 12). These
attitudes are a result of our culture; hence, grammar does
not always dictate pronoun choice^—cultural and personal
attitudes do.

MacKay and Konishi's studies of pronouns in children's

literature and in daily use underscore Martyna's findings
that he is not consistently used to substitute for all nouns
which are gender-unspecified.

The contexts in which nouns

are used and which adjectives are used to describe nouns

influence our choice of pronouns.

Furthermore, this

inconsistent use in pronoun selection in children's

literature contributes to the perpetuation of stereotypic
perception of female and male roles in society.

MacKay and

Konishi's findings in both "Pronouhs, Personification, and
the Theory of Meaning and Lexical Retrieval" and
"Personification and the Pronoun Problem" shoW that
stereotypes are perpetuated through personification in

children s literature.

In addition, according to the studies

listed in ^lapter Two of this work, othSr educational

materials contain sexist stereotypes. These help perpetuate
sexism because they are used in the institutions where we

reinforce our understanding of language use. Therefore, it
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is of great importance to work toward eliminating sexism in

the materials used by youngsters in their reading materials
if the cycle of sexism in our culture is to be properly

addressed and eliminated.

As a result, it is important to

find ways of writing which break stereotypes in both
children's literature and in other areas of discourse.
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CHAPTER FOUR

APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING WRITING

As we have seen from the scholarship by Moskowitz,
McConnell-Ginet, Graham, Johnson, Schau and Scott, Miller and
Swift, Martyna, and MacKay and Konishi, the images we have
about ourselves and each other are learned from the time we

enter the language acquisition phase of development. These
images are further reinforced by the connotations of words

a,nd the generic l^hguage forms in reading materials we use

for our education and for our entertainment.

After a long

exposure to sexist language and grammar, sexist patterns of

responding and thinking become ingrained.

resistance to charigihg^^^

Therefore,

is strong.

However,

education provides an awakening to the possibilities of new
roles for women and men and also to new ways of using

language that reflect the changes in society which have, in

fact, occurred during the past twenty years or more.

Thus,

teaching nonsexist language writing strategies can reinforce

the changes which students will confront in their working,
political, and social lives.

::

Teaching nonsexist writing strategies gives our

students—many of whom have unbealistie ideas about the
prescriptions and limits of language use—the correct idea

that there are many ways to use or manipulate lanj^age.
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Students will do this while they learn to compare and
contrast, define, narrate, describe, argue, etc.
education is enhanced.

Thus, their

In this chapter I will discuss

materials and strategies teachers can use in teaching
nonsexist language in writing classes.
First, I will deal with strategies for correcting

language containing generic he-, I will also discuss two texts
available to teachers which contain sections on nonsexist

language.

Second, since these books also stress the

connotative meaning of words, I will discuss connotations.
Third, as teachers' roles in the classroom are important in

teaching nonsexist language, some guidelines in this area
will also be discussed.

Fourth, introduction of women

writers in writing classes and new approaches to analyzing
the works of traditional literary figures in English
Literature classes will also be addressed in this chapter.

This four part review of strategies for developing nonsexism
in the classroom should be of use to teachers interested in
the subject.

A logical way to begin sensitizing students is to focus
upon generic language form, which has been a great
contributor to sexism in language.

In other words, because

he is not used generically all of the time, the problem
arises of how teachers are to address the rule which requires
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use of the gehefio h<9.

Pronoun Debate:

In her articie, "Solying The Great

14 Ways; To Avoid The Sexist Singularv" Sh^

indicates that in avoiding sexist language one should also

avoid the visual clutter of dashes or slashes:

his/her.

she/he or

Shear says they are a "hiccup" when head albud.

She alsQ indiGates that the use of parentheses treats

npnsexist lan^age as a patrpnizing second thought.
She also recpimnends that one hot do the following:
she); his--or her; he, or she.

"ParehtheSes,

^

Thus,
he (or

dashes, and

commas treat women as a coy afterthought" (108).

During the

course of an class presentation for an English 100 class at
California State Uniyersity, San Bernardino, for example, I

informed the class that using she as a geheric pronoun was as
sex biased as the exclusive use of he because,as writers, we
should keep;all potential readers in mind.

I gave the class

specific suggestions from the Sheah article.

Among them are

the follpwihgfpurteen rules;
A^^

she or he, hers or his, he or

she, his or hers.

2.

Use the first person:

I, me, my, mine, we,

our, ours.

3.

Use the second person:

''4;../:'>''Move;:the'npun..-'
5.

Repeat the noun
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you, your, yours.

f' 5^®® a new

pronoun as a

synoriym for an old notin/

7.

Use the plural.

8-

Delete the pronoun.

t-

Use a new pronoun: it, its, this, that:

10. Use an article or a conjunction.

11. Use who with or without a noun: who, anyone
who, someone who, whoever, no one who: onp

who, any (noun) who, the (noun) Pi^d^-em^asize
a single individual.
12.

REWRITE.

13. Use m

cautious; the ihcompetent

Use it verhosely^ the cimning^^^u

It

14. Use they, their, them-the simplest, moit
sensible method of all (108).

The students were enthusiastic about trying to rewrite the
sentences I had given then. Frequently, they used more than ;
one solution for some problems. Also, many discovered that
not all of the suggested rules oould apply to each of the

problem sentences. Henoe, they saw firsthand how language
can be rearranged to present the same ideas in nonsexist
terms.

In addition to dealing with the generic he, teachers of
writing must address other aspects of sexist language. The
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connotative meanings of words also reveal linguistic bias.

Therefore, teaching students the significance of the effects
of lexical choices on readers is another important function

of writing instruction. I have found that a good place to
introduce nonsexist language is during a lecture on the

importance of diction in writing. The inappropriateness or
offensiveness of some words becomes clear to students when
these are brought out in discussions of lexical choice.

Since many writing instructors use English handbooks in

their writing classrooms, I would like to disbuss a few of
them. Handbooks have already been written which assist

writers interested in avoiding sexism in language. For

example. Miller and Casey s The Handbook of Nonsexist Writing
and Francine Frank and Frank Anshen's Language and the Sexes
are very useful for those who wish to avoid sexism in their

own writings or speeches. In addition, some college

handbooks have a small section which addresses the problem of
sexism in language.

However, not all handbooks handle the subject of diction

in the same manner. For example, the Fourth Edition of The

Little Brown Handbook discusses connotation in traditional
ways, maintaining that the connotations of words come from

people's personal associations. That is, the meaning is
carried by the personal response or associations with the
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words used (Fowler and Aaron, 466). They make a short
statement that revising for sexism should be done on the

grounds of how offensive sexist language might be to the

writers' audiences. This discussion of nonsexist language
seems almost an afterthought to the general discussion of
diction.

On the other hand, Heffernan and Lincoln in their First

Edition of Writing: A College Handbook have integrated their
discussion of sexist language into the section on
connotation. For example, Heffernan and Lincoln illustrated

the connotative meaning of words and sexist meaning of words
at the same time:

Compare the adjectives in each of the following
sentences:

He is ambitious; she is pushy.

He is tough-minded; she is ruthless.

He is farsighted; she is calculating.
He is firm; she is stubborn.

He is self-respecting; she is egotistical.
He is persistent; she is nagging.
Each pair of adjectives in these sentences is

joined by denotation but split by connotation. The
words describing him are generous, making him seem
Ideally suited for high responsibility in business
or government. The words describing her are loaded
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with negative connotations, making her seem all but

disqualified for any responsibility at all (138).
The authors point out that the adjectives used to describe
men are more generous to men than the adjectives used to

describe women are to women.

In addition, they include a

discussion of the connotations of other words.

Thus, they

elevate the discussion of sexist words to a status equal with
the discussion of connotations in general. The authors of the

handbook go on to discuss the fact that such words further

the biases of a writer who uses that kind of language.

If

people want to have a broader range of appeal, they must

choose words which are not slanted against those who might
comprise their audience.

Writing instructors can contribute to their students'

awareness of language by choosing texts for their classes

which have strpngdisdussions on the importance of the
connotations of words and which include sexist versus

nonsexist language in the discussions on connotative meaning.

Otherwise, instructore will find themselves supplementing
text discussions with additional materials.

Therefore,

teachers should give careful attention to texts used, in their
writing classes.

In addition to using exercises in handbooks about

connotations as previously discussed, other examples of what
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Scliul'fcz calls ■fciie 'seinaritiG derog
can be used to generate sujggestions from

of Woinen'' (64)
class which in

turn lead to discusslpns of the implications of changing
conhotations in our culture. In "Valuing Languas©- Feminist
Pedagogy in the Writing Classroom" in Teaching Writing:
Pedagogy, Gender and F^uity-, Pattie; Gowell states^
Distinctions between 'master' afid'mistress' are not j after
all, so different in kind from the distinctions between

illegal aliens and undocumented workers,'or between
'technical discomfort' and 'nucleat accident'" (148).

Cowell

states that the yaiue of discussing: diction goes beyond

definitipns.

Sh© asserts that "writers discpyer that 'mere

matters of ^prds' have ah enormous impact oh the minds of

those who Use them ahd those^^^^^^^w^ hear [readi them"

(148).

Students th^® learn that words "can create and recreate
boundaries of perception" (149).

Sexism is npt limited to generic Ae and Connotations; it
eenxPermeate people's actions and assumptions as well.

Therefore, teachers interested in teaching nonsexist language
c^n do SO; by incorporating nonsexist strategies into their

writing and literature classes.

During the cOiarse of

reseahchihg the effects df Sexism ih language, I fouhd a

great deel of material oh sexist and nonsexist lahguage;

howeyer, I found only scattered information giving techniques
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for including

approaches in the classroom.

Teachers who hdve written about their experiences in teaeliing
nonsexist lan^age in their writing classes say they begin
with their own attitudes toward their students; that is, they
find it is important for them to use nonsexist language in
the classroom. Many of these teachers have also demonstrated
sensitivity toward wppn's needs in the wbrld of acsdemiaw^^^^^^^

Among the strategies for teaching writing, some instructors,
whose suggestions I will be discussing beipw; liave discovered^^^^
that they cpuld combine cooperative learning strategies with
nonsexist apprpp^hes in prder tp engage students mpre

effectively in learning the Writing prppess.: 'Teachers have

fpund that by apprcachihg tfe

writing as a

cooperative prpcess, they can help students overcome the
fears or writer's blocks which inhibit many of them.

Not only beginning writers but also students who have

too long hidden behind the idea that they must write what th^
professor wants to see or hear can use a nonsexist writing
approach to develop an appreciation for the importance of

their own voice as writers. Even less fearful and more
}
experienced writers can benefit from a nonsexist approach and

will develop new perspectives on the importance of iahguage
lives. In "Transforming the Gbmpositipn

qiassroom," in^^^
Writing: Pedagogy, Gender and
Equity, Elizabeth Da^imer and Sandra Runzo suggest that
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composition teachers emulate the role presented by mothers as

first language teachers. By this they mean that instructors

should work toward a nonthreatening cooperative role. They
should present women's writings and roles in society as
topics on which all the students could write. Even the most
chauvinistic man has a mother. Some may have sisters or
wiyes. The rationale for using common experiences is that
common experiences make it easier for non-English majors to

find something to write about. This is especially true in
remedial writing courses. In "Gender, Role, and

Glass" Diana J. Fuss states, "Happily, all students find

themselves experts in fields of gender, race, and class"
(109). Thus, it is clearly important to discuss or teach the
importance of daily language use in environments that will
help the students increase their writing skills.

Included in an equitable approach to teaching writing is
the establishment of guidelines which include nonsexist
language use. The following are a few suggestions of

guidelines for setting up an equitable environment conducive
to learning writing. These guidelines include types of
assignments which would encourage lively learning about

language and methods which can be used in avoiding sexist
language in compositions.

As noted previously, it makes sense that the first step
in teaching nonsexist language is for teachers to avoid
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sexism in their own language.

Alice F. Freed in "Hearing is

Believing: The Effect cf Sexist Language cn Language SkilIs"
makes ten repcmmendaticns for teachers. In addition to
ppmmpn Sufigestions for the.use of nonsexist language. Freed

says that teachers can model nonsexist language usp by
alternating between he and she when referring to a gender

unspecified noun

Or they can use he ot she when addressing

classes with both men and women.

Likewise, when referring to people in different

Occupations?®?? Pi'ofessions, teachers should hot assume the
gender of any gender^unspecified nouns referred to during
classroom discussions.

For example, not all doctors are

males, nph a??e all teachers females.

Naturally, these

guidelihes extend to discussions about the human race.

Mah

or nmnkind^ in furtherance of equity in the classroom, should
not be used to refer to the human race.

Phrases such as man

and wife and forefathers should be avoided as they, too,
semantically exclude women.

Freed also points out that

teachers should model parallel construction in their speech.

She says that men and sirls, or men and ladles, are not truly
parallel and should be avoided.

For example, men and women

would be appropriate instead of men and girls.

In order to

accentuate tl^®i?^ meaning» teachers can use nonconventional

examples in theih presentatiohs to the class. "FPr example.
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speak of a boss who asks her secretary if he can work
overtime" (Freed, 87).

Furthermors, teachers should not indulge in jokes et the
expense of kny pa.rt of the group being addressed or any other

group.

In additidn. Freed suggests that teachers not assume

that areas of interest can be discussed only by memb^^

one specific sex.

For exa^

if the discussion is about

carpentry or other areas hortaaffy associated with malesi

teachers should not direct the questions only to the males in
the class.

The same is tfue of othef afeaS

culturally associated with women.

Teachers who give reading

assignments Shouid ask students to analyze or evaluate the
language content of, the assigned reading materikls for sexist
biases (Freed, 86-67).

This last suggestion ties in with earlier suggestions
for writing classes in which nonSexist language use is
encouraged.

Students can be asked to keep journal entries

about the language they hear or read.

For example, one

assignment can be for students to discuss in their journals

the language they hear which unsettles them, makea t
angry, or embarrasses them.

Give assignments which make

studehts constder gender, race, or class differences.
Instructors who wish to use journals as a bridge to essay
assignments may also find that journals are a means of

allowing students to talk to them without any of the
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hierarchal impediments which are frequently found in

teacher/student relationships and which sometimes impede

learnirig (Peri'y, 151—152). Instr'uctors who realize that many
if not most of their students are not English majors and thus
hot acquired skills in analyzing literature frequently

find that Journal assignments can be made from topics from
across the curriculxnn.

Susan Radner developed a writing

course syllabus from a women's studies course she had

previously taught.

Ths premise behind her approach was to

let students apply things from their lives to their writing.
Other way^

assignments with life experiences

could require students to interview one another and create

stpries based on the information shared among themselves.
Daumer andi Runzo, in "Transforming the Classroom,•' suggest
that a student could write about members "of a race or social
group different from her own" (55).

The idea would be to

arouse discussions about students' ideas about members of

other groups.

Another suggestion is that students write

about their own language.

Students would be asked to listen

to language used around them and think about how that

language makes them feel.

Has the language made them feel

diminished, important, angry, etc.? Daumer and Runzo suggest
that students could write about: a time when someone changed
or distorted their language.

Such an assignment can also

students to weigh and distinguish between the need for
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women to speaJc for each other and the necessity that a woman
speak for herself" (55).
to use examples of the differences

betweeh wri

oral language can ask students to write

about themselves, share the information with another student,
and then have the other student relate the story orally.
"The originator of the story could also describe how and

whether her relationship to her words changed once another
student conveyed them" (Daumer and Runzo, 56).

The above

mentioned strategy has been employed in writing classes as an
exercise in language awareness.

Because women are an

oppressed group, Daumer and Runzo also suggest that

hohtraditional materials be used as sources for discussions
on language so that students could later write about the
ideas generated from the nontraditional materials.

For

example, they could look at the language of songs, black

slaves' journals, letters, etc. (Daumer and Runzo, 56).

These nontraditional reading sources can give new perspective
on the lives of people who have hitherto been ignored or

overlooked.

Nontraditional reading materials used in writing

classes can help destroy stereotypic ideas about women from
the past.

This point can in and of itself be a source of

discussion in the writings of students.

In order to bring different approaches to language use
into the classrooms, teachers can also bring in samples of
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autobiographical writings.

Autobiographies and

autobiographical novels are a source of both modeling and

discussion for writing students. Daumer and Runzo propose
using the autobiographies and novels of women writers,
especially those which model the importance of "naming
oneself and resisting other people's definitiphs" (58). In
discussing^^^^^^ 3^^

Eyes Were Watching God, for example, Daumer

and Runzo suggest teachers could have students explpre their
identification with women's conMnUnity, female friendships>

the influence of story telling fob passing on woiijen's
knowledge, and the power of definitions (Daiamer and Runzo,
57-58).

Readings based on women's writings require new

opennessi in discussing women aiithdrs' language use,
perspectives, etc., but the newness of the material could

very well give new vitality to the ideas students convey in
their papers.

Writing classes are a good place to d-efuse sexist
stereotypes because of the many activities, some of which are

suggested above, which can occur in them.

For example, in

order to initiate students to the idea that Jobs

traditionally associated with women are of value, some

instructors have students write about chores frequently
associated with women.

Some of the topics are How to Wash

Dishes, How to Prepare LaundrVy How to Clean a Bathroom,
In addition, some instructors use household chores as
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examples when teaching students the value of applying

organization skills they already have to outlining writing
assignments. When preparing students to learn outlining,

Radner has the students describe their processes for making
up their grocery lists. She uses this because it is easy to
show the students that they have an organizing principle
behind their approach to making grocery shopping lists

(Radner 162). Thus, value associated with women's chores can
be enhanced by using the chores as examples of organization

in writing classes. For instance, many people do not buy
what they need each time they run out of an item at home.

Frequently, they group items in categories. All bakery,
dairy, meat, vegetables and fruits etc are listed in their
separate categories.

Sometimes, shoppers organize their

lists according to the layout of the stores where they shop.
For example, they know what is on the north, south, east, and
west sides of the stores and make their lists according to

the items found in each area. Thus, they can then carry over
their ability to organize for one activity to another
activity, writing.

Susan Radner divides her writing course along

traditional modes of discourse such as Description,

Narration, Definition, Description and Exposition, Comparison
and Contrast, Argumentation, Definition and Exposition, and
Research. However, the topics she assigns have a focus on
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family and community.

Therefore, students not only learn to

write in the varying modes of discourse, but they are

encouraged to discuss topics based on knowledge they all

possess or about which they have opinions.

The following is

a sample syllabus from Radnor's article:

1.

For description:

"Describe your community

[street, neighborhood, town] and say why you
live there or why you want to move."

2.

For narration:

"Tell what happens in a day in

the life of a typical suburban or urban wife,
husband, son, daughter."

3.

For definition:

"Define yourself as a member

of your family and show how you share values."
4.

For description and exposition:

"Interview a

member of your family and try to capture a
sense of what the person is like."

5.

For comparison and contrast:

"Compare and

contrast two members of your family."

6.

For argumentation:

"Argue about a

Contemporary, controversial issue affecting the

family, e.g., the Equal Rights Amendment, the

Human Life Amendment, the draft, with a member
of your family."
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7.

For definition and exposition:

"Analyze and

explain images of people in family roles as
they are pictured in advertising."
8.

For a research paper:

"Do research about the

history of your family or community and show
how you are either carrying on a tradition or
breaking away from one."

In addition to

learning different research techniques,
students see the value of doing research as
they try to uncover details about their own

pasts.

This paper also leads them to

appreciate history, an insight new to most of
them.

(183-164)

Since Radner encourages use of topics which are based on
family and community, students not only have a basis from

which to write but they also have an opportunity to explore

those topics in light of changes in society.

Thus, the

possibility for students to enhance their knowledge is
increased.

Teachers of writing like to use reading materials so

that their students can have something other than personal
experiences to write about.

When students have reading

materials in their writing classes they not only have

examples they can imitate, they have materials which generate
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responses and other ideas for discussion.

Therefore, reading

materials are an important feature of writing classes.
Literature courses also provide an excellent opportunity to

consider nonsexist language and attitudes.

Many who want to

promote the use of nonsexist language find that without
diminishing the works of past literary figures, interesting
and innovative study of their works can lead to an

understanding of sexist attitudes of the past.

Thus,

teachers of literature can also contribute to their students'
nonsexist education.

In the March, 1981 edition of College English Carol

Carpenter's article, "Exercises to Combat Sexist Reading and
Writing," underscores the importance of studying literature
from a new point of view.

This ties in with writing

instruction as well, since many writing instructors use

professional writings in their classes as models for writing.

An analysis of the portrayal of women as reflected in the
language used to describe female characters or in the
language used by female characters could help students see
the importance of language in creating images or perceptions
in the minds of audiences.

In a discussion and analysis of

Hemingway, Carpenter proposes a plan for studying literature
which would enable students to gain new perspectives on
familiar literary texts.

Her suggestions include word lists

which help develop an "awareness of sexist language used in
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literature and in students' own writings" (293).

In

developing the word lists, students in Carpenter's classes
select passages where two characters, one female and one

male, interact with one another.

Then the students analyze

the verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs "repeatedly used to
describe, or spoken by, each character"

(294).

This

activity helps students "deduce the author's attitude toward

the characters and, by implication, toward men and women"

(294).

The following is my reproduction of the word analysis

chart Carpenter created in her article:
WORD LIST USED IN CAROL CARPENTER'S CLASSES

FREDERIC
HENRY

VERBS

NOUNS/PRONOUNS

ADJECTIVES

ADVERBS

MASTER
TOOK
STOPPED
KISSED
LIED
HELD
PRETEND

GUNMAN
GAME
PLACE
STAKES
MASK
PISTOL
SHAME

MASCULINE
NICE

SHARPLY
WELL

PLAY
GO
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CATHERINE

BARKLEY

NOUNS/PRONOUNS

ADJECTIVES

ADVERBS

WOULD(NOT)

DARLING

(NOT)TALL

COME

EYES

WALKING
LOOKED

NIGHT
FACE

CRAZY
TIRED

AWFULLY
VERY
SUDDENLY

LOVE

YOU

VERBS

WERE SHUT

NIGHT
GARDEN

In discussing the interaction, between Frederic Henry and
Catherine Berkley in A Farewell to Arms, Carpenter states:

If this type of word analysis is done with other
Hemingway stories, students soon notice similar
male characters with their need to be strong,

brave, sometimes drunk, and sexual.
h^

Hemingway's

are "lovely," romantic, in need of love

and protection, faithful, and virtuous.

Alas,

students recognize the male and female stereotypes

of the "ideal" which are perpetuated in Hemingway's
stories.

To lead into a discussion of the effects

of sexism on the characters, try questions such as:

Are Hemingway's characters made vulnerable because
of their adherence to the male-female code of

behavior?

Does Henry question the dicta of

masculinity or try to escape the conventional

acting out of the male ego?
environment

Does the culture and

of the First World War affect male or
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female characters differently; are particular "war"
sex roles and expectations created? (295)
Hemingway and

Scott Fitzgerald are two writers whose works

Carpenter finds suitable for this kind of analysis.

Using

the same model that she developed for analyzing the words of
passages from Hemingway's A Fsivewell to Arms, Carpenter has

students study their own word choices.

This makes them aware

of sexism in their own language use.

Carpenter also has an approach for studying the effects
of sexism in fairy tales.

Since so many of us have been

exposed to them during our youth, we have all accepted

without question, until we were forced to think about them,
the ideals projected in our favorite stories.

Carpenter

states:

After analyzing a fairy tale's plot,

characters, symbolism, theme, and word choice,

students will immediately recognize the symbolic
fair-haired heroes in William Golding's Lord of the

Flies, the Cinderella rags-to-riches marriage plot
(with a slight twist) in Theodore Dreiser's An
American Tragedy, or the allusions in Diane

Wakoski's "Midas" and Anne Sexton's "Cinderella."
In spite of the realism which has dominated

literature of the past fifty years, students adhere

to fairy tales' "happy-ever-after" themes, thereby
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showing the tremendous impact of childhood reading
experiences and of the fantasies of fairy tales
themse1ves (297).

By learning to keep their audiences in mind when they
write, students with an awareness of effective language use
(beginning with lexical choices and continuing with
pronominal choices) will produce better writing.

In the

study of literature, a new look at the implications of sexism
in language can yield greater understanding of authors'
perceptions (based on their world) or. of gender roles and

characters' functions in the stories written by those

authors.

Studying the works of authors both from the past

and from the present can help students see a historical

change in the lives of the women in past literary works when
compared with the lives of women in present literary works.
A feminist approach to teaching writing and literature

brings a new perspective to students, increasing their
awareness of the effects of language not only in the

classroom but also in their daily lives.

Thus, encouraging

nonsexist language becomes an essential contribution to a
relevant and valid education.
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APPENDIX I

A SAMPLE OF A NONSEXIST LESSON PLAN

On October 20, 1986, I had my first opportunity to
present a lesson which I had developed for an English 100
[subsequently renvunbered English 95] class at California

State University, San Bernardino.

This class is developed

specifically for students who need to improve their writing
skills before entering Freshman Composition classes.

As a

Graduate Assistant, I had the opportunity to use ideas

obtained from research for my Master's Thesis.

It was my

intention to address some of the problems prevalent among
basic writers while introducing them to the concept of

nonsexiSt language use.

When I read the studies on language

and its use, I began to think of ways that one could develop
lessons for writing students.

I did this prior to my reading

the excellent suggestions by Carol Carpenter; therefore I

began my prodect without benefit of her insights.
I wanted to let the students understand the importance
of language in their lives.

To show them the interaction

between cultural attitudes and language, I asked them to

complete four fragments from the MacKay and Konishi study:
la.

When a teenager grows up to be tough,

lb.

When a teenager grows up to be pretty.
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2a.

If a student practices basketball instead of
studying,

2b.

If a student practices ballet instead of
studying.

How these fragments would be completed graphically
illustrates the influence of cultural expectations.

As the

class mernbers completed the fragments, several of the
students stated that they knew what was happening.

When all

had completed the fragments, I asked four volunteers to write
their answers on the blackboard.

Then, we went over the

clues in the fragments which indicated which of the pronouns
the students must use.

At this point, I indicated that

despite the rule to use he when referring to a sex-neutral
noun, most of them had probably chosen she for two of the

fra^ent completions and he for the bther two fragments.
The next part of the lesson to follow up on the
interaction between culture and language did not work as well
because the students did not participate as well as
previously; however, I have found additional materials, word

lists, theme topics, poetry, women's writings, etc. which
worked well in follow up lessons.

On October 20th, however,

I asked the class to discuss the kind of person who came to

mind when they saw the following wprdsr^^^^^^^ j

teacher^,

professor, nurse, doctor, poet, writer or author^ mansiger,
fox, chick, wolf, bunny, and kitten.

m

I asked them to

indicate what adjectives they would use to describe the

animals listed and to indicate if these created an image

which could apply to people.

I was hopihg to get a response

which showed the stereotyping that occurs in much of the

materials written for children which I had presumed they had
read.

I also wanted them to see how assvunptions of the types

of jobs held by men and women also led to a male image and
thus a male pronoun choice for some sex-neutral nouns and a
female image for other sex-neutral nouns.

If I were to

repeat this lesson, I would also include material similar to

that in Writing:

A College Handbook, Second Edition.

The

section on word choice fits in with what I want to cover.

For example, the discussion of adjectives lends itself to
what I have already done:

Compare the adjectives in each of the following
sentences:

He is ambitious; she is pushy.
He is tough-minded; she is ruthless.

He is farsighted; she is calculating.
He is firm; she is stubborn.

He is self-respecting; she is egotistical.

He is persistent; she is nagging.
Each pair of adjectives in these sentences is

joined by denotation but split by connotation.

The

words describing him are generous, making him seem
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ideally suited for high responsibility in business

;

or government
^rds deecrlbing
with negative connotations, making her seem all but

disqualified for

^

Because such worda ar^

of writers who use ^uch la^^
broader range of appeal must choose words which do not
alienate people wto might

October

exclhde s^enis

the need for writing that;d^^^

one'e audience. The discussion shpwed>^^^^

how, despite a grammatical rule calling for the generic use
of he for all sex neutral nouns, such use of generic he has
bpen found to be not only not consistent but alsq
exclusionary and unfair. Therefore, good writers should look
for ways of avoiding language which is either unfair to or

exclusionary of papte of their audience. For ihis part Of my
lesson plan> i relied
piece by Marie Shear
published in MS Magazine October, 1985. Although several

handbooks have^been written to help writers overcome the
problem of sexist language. Shear's work on the subject is
especially helpful for classroom use. She separates the

rules or suggestions for nonsexist language from the history
or implications of sexism in language use. Thus, she makes

it possible to use her material more easily in a classroom
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Set15irig,

Foil

are Shear's fourteen rules, hlreaciy

mentioned in Chapter Four, for avoiding sexist language:

I.

Add the female:

she or he

hers or his, he or

she, his or hers.

;

Use the first person:

I, me, my, mine, we,

V;::- ouh:,-.,murs.

3^

,

Use the second person:

■4..

:

you, your, yours•

v''Moye'\ the noun.

5.

Repeat the noun

6.

Use a new noun instead of a pronoun as a
synonym for an old noun.

■ ■■/'.Use the plural.
8.

Delete the pronoun.

U^

a new pronoun:

it, its, this, that.

10.

Use an article or a conjunction.

II.

Use who with or without a noun:

who, anyone

who, someone who, whoever, no one who, one
who, any (noun) who, the (noun) who.

This is

a way to emphasize a single individual.
12.

REWRITE.

13.

Use the passive--be cautious; the incompetent
use it verbosely; the cunning use it
evasively.

14.

Use they, their, them, — the simplest, most
sensible method of all.
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(108)

I also ppintsd cut l/hat instructors would probably discourags
the use of you in compositions, the use of the passive voice,
and the use of singular fchejr. However^ in many other areas,
students would be seeing these rules implemented fairly

Qften. Since rules are not very helpful without examples, I
Introduced the prpblem sentences used by Shear:
PROBLEM A:

Ths tenant must not: keep gasoline or other
explosives in his apartment.

SOUJTIGNS:

[Problem A]

I must not keep ... i.n my apartment. (2)

ybu must not keep ... in your apartment. (3)
Ten&nts must not keep ^.. in their apartments. (7)

The tenant must no^^^

.. in• the apartment. (10)

Gasoline ... must not be kept in the tenant's
apartment.

(12)

PROBLEM B:

4^y damage to fhe plumbing resulting from misuse by
the tenant, his employees, his guests, or members

pf hi's family mayvb

repaired by the owner at the

tenant's expense.

SOIAJTIONS: [Problem B]

...by the tenant or her or his employees, guests,
or family members.... (1)
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...by we, or my employees, guesbs, or family
members — at my expense. (2)
■•

or tAeir employees, guests, or

family members...at the tenants' expense. (7)
...by the tenant or anyone whom the tenant allows

into the apartment...at the tenant's expense.
(11,12)
PROBLEM C:

The crime victim receives no information from the
police to whom he reported the crime, has no outlet

for his anger, and receives no compensation for his
injuries.

SOLUTION:

[Problem C]

Crime victims receive no information from the

police to whom fchey reported...have no outlet for
their anger...theijr' injuries.

i

PROBLEM D:

If the buyer asks that the closing be postponed, he
must pay any expenses caused by the delay.
SOUJTIONS:

[Problem D]

...postponed, she or he must

(1)

If you ask...you must.... (3)
buyer who asks...must
buyer who asks...must
PROBLEM E:
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(8, 11)
(8, 11)

If the highest bidder defaults, he will lose his
deposit.

In that case, however, he will not be

liable for any amount in excess of his deposit.
SOLUTIONS:

[Problem E]

...defaults, she or he will lose his or her deposit
but will not be liable for any amount in excess of
the deposit.

(1, 8, 10)

.i .defaultsi the bidder will lose the deposit but
will not be liable for any amount in excess of this
deposit.

(12)

...defaults she or he will lose that deposit but

will not be liable for any additional amount.

(12)

PBOBLEM F:

The tenant must not damage his apartment himself or

let anyone else do so.

The owner or his employees

may enter the apartment to make emergency repairs
to protect his property.

He does not have to

notify me that he is coming.
SOLUTION:

[Problem F]

...this apartment or let anyone else do so.

The

owner or the owner's employees may...to protect

this property without notice.

(12)

PPOBLEM 6:

An owner is unlikely to discover that his tenant is
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bankrupt.

Furthermore^ even a bankrupt tenant

needs.'^av^rdof-'.over;-hi's^head^.
SOOTIONS:

tPrbbiein G]

..w a tenant is bankrupt...tenants need a roof over

their heads.

(7,10)

...a tenant is bankrupt...needs a roof

overAeac/.

(8,10)

...a tenant is bankrupt...needs shelter. (10, 12)
H:

"Hold the cat in your lap and let the leashed dog
sniff his future friend.

The cat will probably

arch her back and hiss, ready to defend herself.
SOLUTION:

[Problem H]

...sniff its future friend.
ifcsf btack...to defend itself.

The cat wili...arch
(9)

PROBLEM I:

The attorney-client privilege does not apply when

the client seeks his attorney's aid in committing a
future crime.

The attorney argued that his client

should receive a light sentence because Ae was
ignorant of the law.

SOUJTION:

[Problem I]

...seeks an attorney^s aid....

The attorney argued

that the defendant, who was ignorant of the law,

should receive a light sentence.
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(6, 10, 11)

P^BLEM J:

I agree to pay my rent to tHe owner without his

having to ask for it.

The owher may sell the

building. If he doesj T will pair

rent to the

new owner.

'SpiOTlOili.\
; I agree to pay my rent witho^^

"to ask for it.

o

If. shs or he sells the building, I

Wiii P'^y my rent to the new owner. (1^ 4, 12)
PROBLEM K:

The bank will send a letter to t^

welooming him or to the existing olibnt,
congratulating him on making good use of the bank's
services.

SOUTriON:

[P

,..letter welcoming

new clientv cong■^'a tuiatii3g•

the existing client on...1(12)
PROBLEM L:

Don't let him begin work on your house before he
provides you with insurance.

SOLUTION:

[Problem L]

Don t iefc wpzh oh ypVJt house begii} before the
c?ontreeton provides you with insurance.

(6, 8)

Doii't let the oohtractor begin work on your house
before providing you with insurance. ^ (61 8)
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PROBLEM M:

The consumer is deeply antagonized when stores fail

to answer his complaint letters.

Every consumer

deserves the most courteous treatment we can give
him.
SOLOTION:

..- answer complaint letters.

Every consimier

deserves our most courteous treatment.

(8, 12)

PROBLEM N:

If the doctor keeps you waiting half the afternoon,
send him a bill for your wasted time.

Don't pay

his bill until he pays yours.
SOMJTION:

[Problem N]

If doctors keep you waiting half the afternoon,

send them a bill for your wasted time.
their bill until yours has been paid.

Don't pay
(13, 14)

(Shear, 108-109)

I followed the activities suggested by Shear with the

sentences with a discussion of Donna Smith^Yackel's essay "My
Mother Never Worked."

My purpose was to show how

connotations in contexts which do not appear to be sexist

have influenced our attitudes toward the value of work done
by women.

This was not the first time that I had used this

particular essay.

It is a good essay to work into a lesson

on connotative meanings because it clearly points out that
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the word"work" has a different connotation for different
people.

The connotation for the Social Security System is

that women's work has a different value in a social setting

from the value Social Security gives people who earn money
through the work they perform.

This essay clearly shows how

work performed by women, though valuable to family members,
is not valued by the power structure of society.
Although Mrs. Smith worked very hard and contributed to
the family's well-being and finances, her work was not

covered by the Social Security System.

Even though Mrs.

Smith farmed alongside her husband and also worked at taking
care of her house and children, her work was not valued in

the same manner as her hnsband's work was valued by Social

Security Administration.

This essay graphically illustrates

the importance of connotation in conveying meaning.
I believe all of the activities for the class worked to

make the point of the importance of language's contribution
to our attitudes.

However, the most important elements in

the class were the discussion and the work on the problem
sentences because these activities gave the students an

opportunity to have hands-on experience on avoiding sexism.
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APPENDIX

II

TEACHERS' ROLE IN CREATING A NONSEXIST SETTING

In addition to teaching the elements of nonsexist

writing, teachers contribute to nonsexist attitudes by the
environments they create in their classrooms.

Some of the

ideas presented by teachers to help achieve nonsexism in the

classrooms have been mentioned in Chapter Four of this work.

Here I give a more complete account of the ideas provided by
Freed.

It should be useful to teachers who want specific

ideas for providing a nbnsexist environment for their

students.

Among the ideas presented by teachers to help

achieve nonsexism in the classrooms are:

1.

When speaking to a class [or group] of men and
women [or girls and boys], deliberately
alternate between he and she for indefinite
pronominal reference.

Another alternative is

to say he or she as in the sentence "When a

linguist is analyzing data, he or she should
consider all available interpretations of the
material."

2.

When speaking of a hypothetical student,
subject, informant, patient, client, writer,
researcher or other randomly chosen human, do
not assxime the sex of the individual.
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3.

Avoid the generic use of man, instead use
humans.

:4v
^ ;

Avoid stereotyped and fixed phrases which
e^

and wife, fathers and

sonsy forefathersjetc. [Also, avoid mankind,
man 'iu,generic;;sense^'3 ■'•f
speaking, do not assume the sex of the

iridividuals based on their bccUpation.

That

is, do not assume when speaking that all

; doctors Ate men, that all nurses are women,
that all bosses are men, that all secret^^t®®
; are Women or that all parents are mothers.
They .■.are not.

6.

Use parallel constructions and Word choices

when referring to women and men.

Avoid

phrases such as men and girls, men and ladies
or Dr. Kissinger and Nandy, etc.

7.

Purposely choose non-conventional, non
traditional examples Of your own when

speaking, in order to break expected
stereotirpes.

For example, speak of a boss who

asks her secretary if he can work overtime.

8.

Avoid making ookes which are at the expense of
any portion of your audience — however

innocent you may think the comments are.
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One

way of doing this is by eliminating

so called

"wife jokes," etc. and by eliminating
evaluative adjectives such as in "typical
blonde."

9.

Do not assume that only the men or boys or
only the women or girls in a group are capable
of answering particular types of questions.
That is, do not assume that the sex of the
members of the group determines their

behavior, their knowledge, or their interests.

10.

When discussing the contents of articles,
files, stories, novels and various kinds of
studies, look for any possible sex-related

bias in the material and bring these to the
attention of the group or try to elicit
comments about these biases.

For the language

or literature teacher, this last area is a

particularly rich one as many language and
linguistic texts, to say nothing of the
stories and novels that surround us, abound in

sexist and unfair language examples.
86-87)
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(Freed,

ASSIGNMENTS DESIGNED FOR GETTING

PERSONAL RESPONSES FROM STUDENTS

Teachers have traditionally used readers in order to

generate students' thinking.

Some teachers recommend using

nontraditional reading materials such as women's diaries and
oral poems.

The oral poem raises questions concerning the
extent to which our ability to speak is bound to
our control over our bodies and the correlation

between sexuality and power.

Writing assignments

which would allow students to explore these issues
are:

1.

Write about a time when language helped

you to cope with an emotionally difficult
situation.

2.

Consider the influence of

institutionalized heterosexuality in our

society.

In what ways do you acoept and

reject societal pressures to date, to be

part of a couple, to marry?

And how does

your own life—your family circumstances,
sexual preference, experiences of
violence, for example, affect the way you
think about sexuality?
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3.

How do you see yourself?

Write about

your relationship to your body and any
sense of power and vulnerability that

results from your feelings about your
body.

This assignment could lead

students to analyze the language they use
to write about their bodies and to
consider possible links between

linguistic appearance and physical
appearance.
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(Daumer and Runzo, 57)

; TO

ON PERSONAIj E3?PERIE^fCES AFtER READING:
Their Eyes Were Watching God

In order to encourage students to connect their personal
experiences with reading materials many teachers have asked
students to write personal experience papers.

For example,

after reading Their Eves Were Watching God, students can be
asked to write about:

1.

Their own identification with a woman's
community.

2.

The significance, or lack of significance, of
female friendships in their lives.

3.

Story telling as a means for passing on
women's knowledge.

4.

The power of definition and how definitions
reveal one's self-interest and particular

perspective.

Definition papers on topics such

as woman, work, talk, mother, family,
sexuality, home, pleasure, dreams, etc., can
demonstrate to students not only how ideas and

values are individually defined, but also how
social factors alter one's definitions.

(Daumer and Runzo, 58)
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